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Oh it's always someone else's fault

Oh what I do when I go wrong is most

surely all your fault. It can't be mine; all faults belong to

someone else's cracked Gestalt. If you take no blame, it

must be them who must then pay my fines. It really is quite the
Oh it's always someone else's fault
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clever-est ploy through which illogic shines, So-
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ci-ety is guilty, large and small, for all the crimes I do.
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— It is they must pay, and prostrate fall when e'er I give the cue.
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— Oh it's always some-one el-se's fault.
Oh it's always someone else's fault

when I perpetrate some crime. My sense is clear; this

sweet assault paints others with my guilt-free grime. It's

all your fault, and none is mine. The thought is just sublime.

Oh it's always someone else's fault.... someone else's fault.